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Brand Activation

#1 Collaboration and collectivism 
create milestones jointly 

Connect your global partners with our local communities

#2 Supply chain transparency 
be honest  

make your sustainable end-product  compatible with your sustainable supply chain

#3 Sustainable Pledge 
make a promise 

share your commitment

Activation
Strategy
—  

Matrix
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Brand Activation

BRAND COLLABS

GLOBAL / LOCAL

Create Milestones Jointly

#1
Collaboration 
+ Collectivism
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Brand Activation

HQ

GLOBAL / LOCAL

Be honest

#2
Supply chain 
transparency
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Brand Activation

NGO PARTNERS

Make a promise

#3
Sustainable 
Pledge

GLOBAL / LOCAL
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Brand Activation

Activation
Strategy

Jaden Smit

Parley

Sea Shepherd

Shailene Woodley

Coachella
Thred Up

Global Inheritance
Clean Waves

Global
brand icon / influencers

brand collabs

NGO partners

reatil partners
ANTHROPOLOGIE

H&M

REVOLVE
ASOS

JCREW
COTTON ON 

ALDO

—  
b o w 

goes 

Global
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BRAND ICONS / INFLUENCERS

Global
KOL

Jaden Smit
—  
Jaden Smith has being recognized for his efforts 

in taking on environmental issues at the Male EMA 

Futures Award (alongside Shailene Woodley) at the 

Environmental Media Association’s 26th Annual 

EMA Awards on October 22 for his leadership and 

action in the eco-community. 

 
@c.syresmith

Ditch the car
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Brand Activation

Global
KOL

Shailene Woodley
—  
This rising star does what she can to help keep 

our Earth clean. Shailene Woodley says that 97 

per cent of her clothes are from thrift stores and 

gathers her water from fresh springs when she gets 

the opportunity. Her response to religion? “My 

religion is the Earth, man. I believe in trees,” she 

told The Hollywood Reporter.

BRAND ICONS / INFLUENCERS  
@shailenewoodley
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Brand Activation

Parley
BRAND COLLABS  

@parley.tv

Founded by Cyrill Gutsch - Parley is an 
environmental organisation based
in NYC that’s trying to save the Oceans.
Parley get creators, thinkers and leaders
together to help us heal our blue home. 
They co-operate with SEASHEPHERD,
a non-profit, marine conservation
organization that operate internationally.
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Brand Activation

Coachella
The Coachella Valley Music & Arts 
Festival is committed to efforts that 
contribute to the betterment of the 
Coachella Valley. Partnering with Global 
Inheritance - nonprofit organization that 
develops creative experiences to inspire 
and take action on global environmental 
and social issues - Coachella has 
launched several new initiatives to help 
minimize our impact on the environment.

 
@coachella

BRAND COLLABS
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Brand Activation

ThredUP is a fashion resale website for 
consumers to buy and sell secondhand 
clothing online. ThredUP is part of 
a larger Collaborative Consumption 
movement, which encourages consumers 
to live in a more collective, sharing 
economy.

ThredUP
 
@thredup

BRAND COLLABS
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Brand Activation

Sea Shepherd is an international direct-action 
ocean conservation movement - an international, 
non-profit marine conservation organization that 
engages in direct action campaigns to defend 
wildlife, and conserve and protect the world’s 
oceans from illegal exploitation and environmental 
destruction.

Sea Shepherd
NGO PARTNERS

IMPACT

• Direct Action on the High Seas 
• Working with Law Enforcement

• Land-Based and National Campaigns
• Grassroots Resources, Global Impact

www.seashepherd.org

 
@seashepherd

Sponsors list just for graphic reference. To be updated.
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Founded by the partnership Parley x Corona, 
Clean Waves is a collaboration space where artists, 
designers and scientists unleash their creative 
skills to protect oceans and remote islands, 
starting with the design of products made from 
Ocean Plastic® — transforming harmful waste into 
symbols of change.100% of the proceeds fund the 
protection of paradise.

Clean Waves

PROGRAM

• The creative collaborators program

www.cleanwaves.com

NGO PARTNERS

 
@cleanwaves

Sponsors list just for graphic reference. To be updated.
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Born in 2002, Global Inheritance is a 501(c)3 non-
profit organization working to reinvent activism 
and empower individuals to seek a global balance. 
Our initiatives focus on the power of creativity to 
communicate and drive progressive social change.

Global Inheritance develops campaigns which cater specifically to individual demographic groups, 

targeting the message and experience to be approachable for various subcultures.

IMPACT

• 18.5 MILLION PEOPLE
• 3800 ARTISTS AND VOLONTEERS

• 384 FESTIVAL & EVENTS
• 31 STATES 

www.globalinheritance.org

Global 
Inheritance 
ORG 

NGO PARTNERS

 
@globalinheritance

Sponsors list just for graphic reference. To be updated.
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Brand Activation

We are
b o w

—  

@dusktodawneyewear

RETAIL PARTNERS
LIMITED EDITIONS
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Brand Activation

We are
b o w

—  

@zigimarais

RETAIL PARTNERS
LIMITED EDITIONS

LIMITED EDITIONS
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Brand Activation

Activation
Strategy xxx

xxx

The R Collective

Redress

Sustanism / Potato Head
Wasteboards
Wonderfruit 

HK Clean Up
Mother Earth
Green School

brand icon / influencers

brand collabs 

NGO partners

—  
b o w 

is also

Local

Local
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Brand Activation

The R Collective
@thercollective

The R Collective is a social impact 
upcycled fashion brand with a mission 
to create beautiful clothes using waste 
materials that was born from Redress, 
the pioneering Hong Kong based charity 
working since 2007 to reduce waste in 
fashion. 

BRAND COLLABS
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Brand Activation

Sustainism Lab
Sustainism Lab by Potato Head is the 
new research and design workshop 
dedicated to finding innovative solutions 
to waste, which will help us to keep our 
operations zero waste and become a 
circular brand in which every element 
fits into the three Rs of sustainability—
reduce, reuse and recycle. Sustainism 
Lab team up with Bali’s Green School 
to raise funds for their Change Maker 
programme. 

BRAND COLLABS @sustainism_
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Brand Activation

Wasteboards
WasteBoards is an Amsterdam-based 
company aiming to be the most 
sustainable skateboard brand on the 
planet by developing the world’s first 
circular decks produced from colourful 
recycled plastic bottle caps. They team 
up with Plasticfantastic, the company 
that turns plastic waste into various 
products categories.

BRAND COLLABS @wasteboards
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Potato Head
Potato Head is an Indonesian lifestyle 
and hospitality brand expressed through 
a collective of dynamic dining and 
drinking venues in Bali, Hong Kong and 
Singapore. We work globally with like-
minded people across music, art and 
fashion, offering an eclectic experience 
in each neighbourhood we are in and 
bringing our local spirit and tropical soul 
wherever we go.

BRAND COLLABS
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Brand Activation

Wonderfruit

LOCAL

With an emphasis on participation and 
inclusion plus sustainability and social 
responsibility, Wonderfruit is an annual 
arts, music and lifestyle festival that 
takes place in Thailand. They partner 
with Mother Earth Foundation (MEF)  
- nonprofit organization who seek to 
raise the level of public awareness 
on environmental issues and mobilize 
people to act positively on the resolution 
of these issues.
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Brand Activation

IMPACT

• REDRESS DESIGN AWARD
• CONSUMER CAMPAIGNS
• INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT

 

www.redress.com.hk

Redress
NGO PARTNERS

Redress is a pioneering Hong Kong based NGO 
working to reduce textile waste and promote 
environmental sustainability in the fashion 
industry. 

Through our dynamic programmes we work directly with designers, brands, manufacturers, industry 

professionals, educational organisations and consumers, to promote innovative models and drive growth 

towards a new circular economy for fashion.

Sponsors list just for graphic reference. To be updated.
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Having engaged over 350,000 participants 
and cleaned up over 70 million pieces of trash, 
the Hong Kong Cleanup Challenge has firmly 
established itself as a well-loved and vital part of 
the Hong Kong event landscape.

HK Clean Up

IMPACT

• Clean Up Events 
• education platform

• corporate plan

www.hkcleanup.org

 
@hkcleanup

NGO PARTNERS

Sponsors list just for graphic reference. To be updated.
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Mother Earth Foundation (MEF) is an NGO from 
the Philippines who seek to raise the level of 
public awareness on environmental issues and 
mobilize people to act positively on the resolution 
of these issues.
Mother Earth is an active member of Eco Waste Coalition, GAIA (Global Alliance for Incinerator 

Alternatives), PNCC (Philippine Network for Climate Change), Partnership for Clean Air, ZWIA (Zero Waste 

International Alliance)and IPEN (International POPs Elimination Network). MEF lobbied for the passage of 

the Clean Air Act and the Ecological Solid Waste Management Act. 

Mother Earth 
Foundation  

IMPACT
• waste assessment and brand audits

• 10-year plan development & training
• materials recovery facility construction and operations

• community information and education campaigns
• waste collection system development and implementation

 

www.motherearthphil.org

NGO PARTNERS

 
@motherearthph

Sponsors list just for graphic reference. To be updated.
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Green School (Bali) is a non-profit, private and 
international pre-kindergarten to high school 
located along the Ayung River near Ubud, Bali, 
Indonesia. The school was founded by John and 
Cynthia Hardy.
From our origins at Green School Bali, we are committed to educating for sustainability in a natural 

environment through our purpose-driven curriculum. We believe schools should be places of joy, and strive 

to champion a new model of education that fully ignites the imagination of children so they can engage and 

learn with optimism, inventiveness and wonder.

Green School 
Bali

IMPACT
•Change Maker Program

• proposeful learning program
• passionate community of leaders

• wall-less learning environment

www.greenschool.org

 
@greenschoolbali

Sponsors list just for graphic reference. To be updated.

NGO PARTNERS


